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Females make up half the population, and represent 47% of the digital game 

player market in Australia, yet women do not have comparative input and 

influence into the creation of digital games. Women are underrepresented in 

the digital games industry all over the world. In Australia, women’s level of 

contribution to game development is much lower than the USA, Canada, and 

UK. 

This thesis seeks to establish the factors that influence the low participation 

of women in this fast-growing industry, and to possibly find ways to reverse 

this trend.  

 A review of literature from the areas of 

computer science, IT, and digital games development was carried out 

focusing on the impact of social, structural and cultural factors, and how 

these may influence women choosing a career in the Australian digital 

games industry.  

This study is empirical in nature using a Mixed-Method Grounded Theory 

approach. A database of all known Australian digital game companies was 

constructed. A census was then carried out with 356 digital game 

development studios across the country. From there, a separate “Aussie 

Women Game Developers” survey was conducted with thirty-five women 

working in the industry. From the survey respondents a subset of ten 

women participated in a semi-structured, in-depth, one-on-one, open-ended 

interview.  
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• Early influences of career choice – 
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For the purpose of this study, irrespective of its legal status, an Australian digital game company, 

business, developer or studio will refer to any entity, which creates games for entertainment with the 

express intent of selling commercially to the public. Throughout this thesis, these terms have been used 

interchangeably, but essentially mean the same thing. Furthermore, as per the methodology used by the 

Australian Bureau of Statistics (Figure 43 – Australian Bureau of Statistics data collection 

methodology): 
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5 Data collected should be unaffected by whoever conducts an interview.  
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Location 



Tell me a bit about yourself when you were a kid. What kind of kid were you? 
What type of student were you at school? 
Degree / Diploma? 
Graduation Year 
On average, how many women were in your classes? 
Marital Status / kids 
If you have a partner, what sort of job do they have? 

Do you play video games? 
Tell us some of the types of games you like to play? 

 
Do you have any role models? If yes, who? 
If you said YES, then What is it about your Role Model that you admire most? 

Can you recall when you first wanted to work in games? When was it (year/age)? And if you can 
recall, why? 
How did you first get into the Industry? 

 
What did your family think of you working (or wanting to work) in games? 
What did your friends/contemporaries/partner think of you working (or wanting to work) in games? 
If you had discussed with a school career advisor that you wanted to work in games, what would their 
advice have been to you? 

Tell me the story about how you got your FIRST JOB in the Games Industry 
If no longer in the games industry - Why did you leave? 
What about your job do (or did) you enjoy most? 
How confident are/were you in your job? 
What is / was your long-term goal in the games industry? 
What would be your ideal job? 

 
How did the people that you worked closely with think about the working conditions? 
Have you experienced crunch-time? 
Is/was crunch something that is/was common where you work/worked? 
Do you know whether you are/were being paid fairly compared to others in similar positions where 
you work? 
Are/were there any perks with your job? 
Compared to say your friends outside of work, do you think your working conditions are better or 
worse, and why? 

 
How many women do you work closely with? 
Do you feel isolated or outnumbered? 
Have you noticed whether the number of women creating games changed during the time you've 
worked in the industry? 
Why did you think women stay in the industry? 
Why did you think women leave the industry? 
Have you had any problems with the people you worked with? (or perhaps while working in groups at 
University)? 

Do/did you attend any game-related conferences? 
Do/would you socialise with your game making co-workers outside of work? 

Do you think there should be more women in the games industry? Explain. 
Would you (or have you) encouraged/discouraged other women to work in games? 
In what ways do you think women could be encouraged? 
Do you think there should be initiatives at school, university or work that encourage more women into 
the game industry? Any suggestions? 
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The following is a summary of comments made by, or factors that affected the majority of 

women game developers who were interviewed in this research. 

• Young girls shared similar traits and interests 

o Nerdy, introverted, shy, bookworm, non-athletic 

o Excelled at school 

o Passionate about playing games 

o Anime, art, literature 

o Taught themselves coding, modding, 3D 

• Grew up without any female sibling influence 

• Were introduced to digital games by their male siblings.  

• Parents had tertiary qualifications 

• Many fathers were scientists or researchers 

• Fathers influenced their career choice, and in single-parent families, their mother is 

their role-model 

• Outside of their family, their role-models are predominantly male game developers, 

artists or authors 

• Considered themselves both ‘techie’ and creative – able to both program and create 

game art 

• Believe that only the ‘strong’ make it through university 

• Having confidence is a key factor 

• Understand why other women drop out of university, due to; 

o Males not taking them seriously as programmers 

o Males refusing to take instruction from females in charge 

• That often by ‘sucking it up’ and ‘taking a backseat’ that there’s less of a headache 

dealing with males in group work at University. ‘Eventually the guy will come 

around’. 

• That teaching should be more hands-on and collaborative and that there should be 

more ‘enforced’ group-work time  

• That school teachers and career advisors need education about game development 

• That there is a general lack of information about the industry 

• That sexism and discrimination are not a problem in the workplace in the ADGI 

• Crunch is almost non-existent and that many places are offering flexible work 

conditions 



• Pay disparity and the glass ceiling may exist, but it is not a major issue to women in 

the industry 

• Women prefer and like this new ‘indie phase’ 

• That women are owning more game development companies now than ever 

• Understand that working in games might not be for everyone, but that if young girls 

were exposed to, and given the opportunity to learn how to make games, they would 

be more likely to pursue game development when they are older. 

• You have to be ‘the type’ (be passionate, love games, love making stuff)
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A first-party developer is part of a company, which manufactures a video game console and develops 
exclusively for it. First-party developers may use the name of the company itself (such as Nintendo), have a 
specific division name (such as Sony's Polyphony Digital) or have been an independent studio before being 
acquired by the console . 

However, a first-party game is a title, which needs only to have been published by the manufacturer of the 
console (regardless of who owns the IP of the game)  

Second party developer is a colloquial term used by gaming enthusiasts and media often used to describe 
two different types of game development studios: 

1. Independently owned studios, who take development contracts from the platform holders. What 
they produce will usually be exclusive to that platform. 

2. Studios who are partially or wholly owned by the platform holder (also known as a subsidiary) and 
what they produce will usually be exclusive to that platform. 

In reality, the resulting game is first party (since it is funded by the platform holder who usually owns the 
resulting IP), but the term helps to distinguish independent studios from those directly owned by the 
platform holder. These studios may have exclusive publishing agreements (or other business relationships) 
with the platform holder, while maintaining independence.  

 

Third-party developers are usually called upon by a video game publisher to develop a title for one (or 
more) systems. Both publisher and developer have considerable input in the game's design and content. 
However, the publisher's wishes generally override those of the developer. 
 

See also: Indie game and Independent video game development 

Independents are software developers, which are not owned by (or dependent on) a single publisher. Some 
of these developers self-publish their games, relying on the Internet and word of mouth for publicity. With 
the advent of digital distribution of inexpensive games on game consoles, it is now possible for independent 
developers to forge agreements with console manufacturers for broad distribution of their games.
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